SEQ ASB

Help Directory

Josiah Adion Ferretty
11th Grade

ASB & LEADERSHIP

XC & TRACK

IB BIOLOGY

Josiah Adion Ferretty
11th Grade

811161@seq.org
SEQ ASB
Help Directory

ASK ME ABOUT:

SOCcer
HISTORY
ASB LEADERSHIP

Aaron Villafuerte
10th grade

EMAIL ME 814138@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

Contact Me About:
- Sequoia Sports
- Physics and Spanish
- Rallies and Dances

Email Me: 813653@seq.org

HELP DIRECTORY

10TH GRADE

KIERAN SARRAIL

Email Me: 813653@seq.org
ASB HELP DIRECTORY

- ASB/Leadership
- Dance
- ASL

EMAIL ME
807394@SEQ.ORG

12TH GRADE

KY STOUT
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

- Class of 2024
- AVID
- IB courses

Doris Avelar
11th
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:

ASB AND
LEADERSHIP

SOFTBALL AND
DANCE

ENGLISH AND
HISTORY

EMAIL ME
806242@SEQ.ORG

11TH GRADE
CLAIRE SARRAIL
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:

- SEQUOIA SOCCER, TRACK AND FIELD
- LEADERSHIP + CLASS OF 2025
- BIOLOGY + ENGLISH

10TH GRADE
TAYLOR NAJAC

EMAIL ME
813590@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME
ABOUT:
ASB AND
LEADERSHIP
VOLLEYBALL

CLASS OFFICE

ENGLISH AND
HISTORY

11TH GRADE
ALLY GARAY

EMAIL ME
811129@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:

☐ IB AND ICAP

☐ PERFORMING ARTS

☐ MEDIA CENTER

EMAIL ME
807191@SEQ.ORG

BECCA ROSENBERG
12TH GRADE
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:

- ASB AND LEADERSHIP
- ADVANCED DANCE AND DANCE TEAM
- IB CLASSES

11TH GRADE

NATALIE CIRRAULO

EMAIL ME
809156@SEQ.ORG
Sean Obana
12th Grade
SEQ ASB

Contact me about:
- ASB
- Leadership
- Lacrosse
- Clubs

@805630@SEQ.ORG

Help Directory
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:
ANY ACADEMIC SUBJECT
BASEBALL AND 
WOPO
SEQ QUESTIONS

JACK LANHAM
12TH GRADE

EMAIL ME
805477@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:

ASB - Leadership
Dance - Tech Crew
English - History - Math

10TH GRADE
RUBY RAPPORPORT

EMAIL ME
812996@seq.org
FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ME ABOUT:

ASB - Leadership

Tennis - Badminton

Programming - Math

10TH GRADE SOPHIA W L O U I S E

EMAIL ME 814146@seq.org
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:

- EMAIL ME
  810496@SEQ.ORG

- TRACK & FIELD

- CLASS OF 2024

- ENGLISH & MATH

KATE SILVA
GRADE 11
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:
- DRAMA
- DANCE
- CLASS OF 2025 + STUDENT LEADERSHIP

EMAIL ME
813619@SEQ.ORG

ETHAN POLITZER
10TH GRADE

BE A Slaytastic RAVEN
HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:

ADVANCED DANCE

CROSS COUNTRY

TRACK

SOCCER

ENGLISH AND ASB

BROOKE ELGAAEN

GRADE 10

EMAIL ME

813910@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:
GIRLS SOCCER
BIOLOGY & ALGEBRA
CLASS OF 2025

CHARLOTTE
DUGONI GRADE 10

EMAIL ME
813451@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:
SPORTS & EXTRACURRICULARS

EMAIL ME 806100@SEQ.ORG

IB CLASSES
CLUBS

12TH GRADE

Lily Hughes
SEQ ASB

ASK ME ABOUT
COMMUNITY SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
CLUBS
IB DIPLOMA

EMAIL ME
805462@SEQ.ORG

Veyna Karanth
12TH GRADE
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:
- Math & Science
- Advanced dance & Dance team
- Class of 2024

11TH GRADE
Rania Mehta

EMAIL ME
810420@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:

- EXTRACURRICULARS
- SCIENCE AND MATH
- ACTIVITIES & ELECTIVES

EMAIL ME
806078@SEQ.ORG

12TH GRADE
AVA HA
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:
- Advanced Dance and Dance Team
- IB Classes and Electives
- Social Media

EMAIL ME
810301@SEQ.ORG

Claire Dulsky
Grade 11
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

Track and Cross Country

French and Math

Class of 2025

Louise Nolf
Grade 10

EMAIL ME
813596@SEQ.OR
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

- Girls Soccer
- Science and English
- Class of 2025 and ASB!

PAIGE KENYON
10TH GRADE

EMAIL ME
813523@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY
ASK ME ABOUT

VOLLEYBALL
Spirit Days
Class of 2023

EMAIL ME!
805999@seg.org

ALLIE CALDWELL
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY
ASB and Leadership

- Softball
- Unaliyi
- Math

Ainsley Waddell
Grade 12

EMAIL ME
806292@seq.org
Owen Haaga  
Seq ASB  
Help Directory

ASB / ATHLETICS 
CO CHAIR

LACROSSE AND 
BASKETBALL

HISTORY & 
MATH

12th Grade

806079@seq.org
SEQ ASB
Help Directory

School Activites
ELA & HISTORY
Clubs & Electives

ANNEKA GOMEZ
GRADE 12

Email Me
805360@seq.org
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

ASB
(associated student body)

YAB
(youth advisory board)

Media Center Ambassador

Science
(biology focus)

Woodshop

SARA HUGHES
12TH GRADE

805432@seq.org
Jimena Corona

Grade 12

school related information

Dance

spanish
EMERSON SEEVERS
GRADE 12
Class of 2023
Softball
Electives & History
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:
SEQUOIA GSA
IB DIPLOMA AT SEQUOIA!
CLASS POSITIONS

Ethan Thacker
11th Grade

810518@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:

ASB AND
LEADERSHIP

CLASS OF 2024

ENGLISH AND MATH

Nora Woodsome
11th Grade

EMAIL ME
810548@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

- IB Diploma
- Lacrosse
- ASB/Leadership

Giselle Burns
11th

EMAIL ME
810266@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

- ADVANCED DANCE AND DANCE TEAM
- Drama
- ASB/Leadership

ELIZA GHILZAI
11TH

EMAIL ME
810740@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

- Class of 2024
- ASB and Leadership
- Cheerleading

CHELSY NAVA
MENDOZA 11TH

EMAIL ME
809538@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

- Class of 2025
- Girls Soccer
- English and math

Cayla Chen
10th Grade

EMAIL ME
813426@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

- Class of 2025
- Water Polo and Basketball
- History and math

Sam Van Wert
10th

EMAIL ME
813689@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

- Class of 2025
- Soccer and Golf
- IB Math

Megan McCormack
10th grade

EMAIL ME
813570@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB

Help Directory

Dylan Williams
11th Grade

ASB LEADERSHIP

SOCCELER + XC

SCIENCE AND ENGLISH

810541@seq.org
SEQ ASB
Help Directory
ASK ME ABOUT:

Class of 2024
Drama and Athletics
Electives

CASSY CHIN
11TH GRADE
809148@seq.org
SEQ ASB
Help Directory

Angelo Garcia
11th Grade
810845@seq.org

Class of 2024
Football and Baseball
Math and science
SEQ ASB HELP DIRECTORY

CONTACT ME ABOUT:
- ASB/LEADERSHIP
- FOOTBALL/TRACK
- SPORTS/ACTIVITIES

JEFFRY SURUY
12TH GRADE

EMAIL ME: 805861@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB HELP DIRECTORY

-ASB

-FOOTBALL

TALKATIVE/ENERGETIC

AIDAN ESPINOZA
11TH GRADE

EMAIL ME @809230@SEQ.ORG
Audrey Blanchard

Senior

✉️ 805982@seq.org

Feel free to ask me for information about:

- Digital Arts Academy
- Best Buddies Club
- JV Softball
- IB English and Applications
SEQ ASB DIRECTORY

Uma Shah

ask me about

English + Math
Waterpolo
class office
art+ design!

810491@SEQ.ORG
SEQ ASB
help directory

LUKE HOLMES
11TH GRADE

FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ME ABOUT:

FOOTBALL
LACROSSE
ASB
MATH
SCIENCE

email me @ 810361@seq.org
Ask Me About:

- Treasurer
- Class of 2025
- Volleyball

10th Grade

Isabel Pompen

Email Me: 810420@seq.org
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY
LEIA SEEVERS
GRADE 10

ASK ME ABOUT:

ASB
LEADERSHIP

ATHLETICS

SCIENCE

EMAIL ME
813657@seq.org
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

ASB & Leadership

Athletics

Math

GIGI ODOM
12TH

EMAIL ME
806200@seq.org
SEQ ASB

Sadie Laing
Grade 10

Ask me about:
- Soccer & Lacrosse
- Math
- ASB & Dance

Email me!!
813537@seq.org
SEQ ASB

Help Directory

ASB & Leadership

Raven circles

Math

Email me

Marcus Knopf

812770@seq.org
SEQ ASB
Help Directory

Girls Soccer
Leadership Opportunities
English and Math

TEAGAN TOKHEIM
GRADE 10

Email Me
813684@seq.org
SEQ ASB
HELP DIRECTORY

ASK ME ABOUT:

- Sequoia soccer, golf and lacrosse.
- English and Science
- Leadership +
  Class of 2025

Emma Chiavegato
10th Grade

Email Me!
813427@seq.org